Medical image watermarking using bit threshold map based on just noticeable distortion in discrete cosine transform.
Medical images stored in a hospital system are generally confidential and integrated and require strict security. However, medical information stored on digital medical imaging systems, as well as picture archiving and communication systems (PACS), are vulnerable to attack when the data are transferred over wireless or wired communication networks. To solve this problem, a watermarking algorithm for medical images is proposed using a bit threshold map based on just noticeable distortion (JND) in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) method. The low-frequency component comprises a considerable amount of the signal energy for most images. As a result, it has a crucial effect on the image quality. Therefore, in this paper, the proposed algorithm embeds watermarks based on the low-frequency components of the image, such as the DC coefficient of the DCT. When watermarks are embedded in a low frequency area, the subjective image quality is often degraded. To compensate for the degradation of the imperceptibility of the watermarking system, which results from embedding watermarks in the low-frequency component, this research considers the human visual system. In addition, the embedding strength of the JND value is used to improve the watermarking imperceptibility. We applied the proposed watermarking algorithm to a variety of medical images using a computer simulation. The algorithm's performance was verified using a variety of attacks for eliminating watermarks. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm robustly provides protection against a variety of possible attacks.